Love Must Be Sincere

Paul wrote to the Romans that love must be sincere.

Find the letters of the word “SIN CERE” hidden in the picture below.
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What did Paul tell the Romans to do?

Find the fully capitalized words from the passage below in the word search.

HATE what is EVIL; CLING to what is GOOD.
Be DEVOTED to one ANOTHER in LOVE.
HONOR one another above YOURSELVES.
NEVER be LACKING in ZEAL,
but KEEP your SPIRITUAL FERVOR,
SERVING the LORD.
Be JOYFUL in HOPE, PATIENT in AFFLICTION,
FAITHFUL in PRAYER.

What else does Paul say to do?

For each letter, count the indicated number of places ahead in the alphabet to crack the code below. In the first example, 15 letters after A is P, so A=P and P=A in the code.

A (+15) = ___  H (+13) = ___
B (+17) = ___  I (+9) = ___
C (+20) = ___  J (+15) = ___
D (+10) = ___  K (+9) = ___
E (+12) = ___  L (+14) = ___
F (+18) = ___  M (+2) = ___
G (+15) = ___

Q X N F O N P L L O A T V M S
T W G O E L A T A R N Z E A L
R N C V I C U C P Q O V O V R
F N E N K T E T E A T H T C E K S
O R C I I B C D K Z H U O D N
O L N R T U U I E G E O X O T
J G I C T A J E L V R N L O H
G P X V T N P H W F O U X G R
S E V L E S R U O Y F T F X B
P R A Y E R E C K Y F A E O R
L U W R V N V L O E J Q H D O
X T O Q Q O C J I S E O O O L V
N U X A L V R I W N P P N O R
F A I T H F U L Y E G K O R E
X Y T B Y G N I V R E S R D F

Z r g q p k a q p w q

c r k u q g q i j m d q